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Abstract—Informed source separation (ISS) aims at reliably
recovering sources from a mixture. To this purpose, it relies on
the assumption that the original sources are available during
an encoding stage. Given both sources and mixture, a sideinformation may be computed and transmitted along with the
mixture, whereas the original sources are not available any longer.
During a decoding stage, both mixture and side-information are
processed to recover the sources. ISS is motivated by a number
of specific applications including active listening and remixing of
music, karaoke, audio gaming, etc. Most ISS techniques proposed
so far rely on a source separation strategy and cannot achieve
better results than oracle estimators. In this study, we introduce
Coding-based ISS (CISS) and draw the connection between ISS
and source coding. CISS amounts to encode the sources using not
only a model as in source coding but also the observation of the
mixture. This strategy has several advantages over conventional
ISS methods. First, it can reach any quality, provided sufficient
bandwidth is available as in source coding. Second, it makes
use of the mixture in order to reduce the bitrate required
to transmit the sources, as in classical ISS. Furthermore, we
introduce Nonnegative Tensor Factorization as a very efficient
model for CISS and report rate-distortion results that strongly
outperform the state of the art.
Index Terms—Informed source separation, spatial audio object
coding, source coding, constrained entropy quantization, probabilistic model, nonnegative tensor factorization.

I. I NTRODUCTION
UDIO compression has been a very active field of research for several decades due to the tremendous demand
for transmitting, or storing, digital audio signals at reduced
rates. Audio compression can either be lossless (the original
signal can be exactly recovered) or lossy (the original signal
can only be approximately recovered). The latter scheme
which reaches much higher compression ratios usually exploits
psychoacoustic principles to minimize the perceptual loss. A
large variety of methods were developed amongst which some
have been standardized. MPEG1-Layer 3 (e.g. mp3) [1] or
Advanced Audio Coding (AAC) [2] are probably amongst the
most widely popular standardized lossy audio compression
schemes. It is generally admitted that most coding schemes
either rely on a parameterized signal model (e.g. as in parametric coding approaches), or on a direct quantization of the
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signal (as in waveform or transform coding), but also in some
cases on a combination of both [3].
Concurrently, the domain of source separation (and audio
source separation in particular) has also seen a great interest
from the community but with little or no interaction with the
audio compression sphere [4]. The general problem of source
separation can be described as follows: assume J signals (the
sources) S have been mixed through I channels to produce I
signals (the mixtures) X. The goal of source separation is to
estimate the sources S given their mixtures X. Many advances
were recently made in the area of audio source separation
[5], [6]. However, the problem remains challenging in the
undetermined setting (I < J), including the single-channel
case (I = 1), and for convolutive mixtures [7].
It is now quite clear that audio source separation performances strongly depend on the amount of available prior
information about the sources and the mixing process one can
introduce in the source separation algorithm. In unsupervised
source separation, this information can be under the form of a
specific source model (as for example the source/filter model
used in [8] for singing voice separation or more generally a
composite model from a library of models [6]). However, this
information can also be provided by a user [9], [10] or by
a partial transcription in the case of music signals (see for
example [11]). In the extreme case, this information can be
the sources themselves. In these cases, we refer to informed
source separation (ISS).
Such so-called ISS schemes were recently developed for
the case where both the sources and the mixtures are assumed
known during an encoding stage [12]–[15]. This knowledge
enables the computation of any kind of side-information that
should be small and should help the source separation at the
decoding stage, where the sources are no longer assumed to be
known. The side-information can be either embedded into the
mixtures using watermarking methods [14] or just kept aside.
ISS is motivated by a number of specific applications including
active listening and remixing of music, karaoke, audio gaming,
etc.
Note that the performances of source separation and the
above-mentioned conventional ISS methods, depending on the
underlying models and assumptions, are bounded by those
of oracle estimators [16] 1 . Indeed, since the majority of
1 Given a measure of source separation performance (i.e., a distortion)
and a class of source separation approaches (e.g., binary time-frequency
masking approaches [16]) specified by some separation parameters, the oracle
estimator of the separation parameters is the one leading to the best possible
performance (see [16] for more details).
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conventional ISS methods [13], [14] are source separationinspired and thus fall into the category of parametric coding
approaches, they cannot achieve distortions that are better
(below) the oracle distortions provided by the corresponding
oracle estimators whatever the chosen bitrate 2 . In order to outperform the oracle estimators, some hybrid approaches have
been developed, which involve waveform source coding. In
[15], some sources are encoded using a source coding method
and the remaining sources are recovered by a conventional ISS
method. However, such a straightforward hybridization does
not allow overcoming the above-mentioned drawbacks that are
still valid for individual sources.
With regard to the above description, it is quite clear that
ISS shares many similarities with the recently introduced
Spatial Audio Object Coding (SAOC) (see [17]–[19] and
[20] for the ISO/MPEG SAOC standard version). Developed
as a multichannel audio compression scheme, SAOC also
aims at recovering so called sound objects at the decoding
side from a transmitted downmix signal and side information
about the audio objects. In the literature, different kinds of
side information were also considered in the framework of
Spatial Audio Coding (SAC), such as the inter and intrachannel correlation [21], spatial coherence cues [22], source
localization parameters [23], or a sinusoids plus noise model
of the sources [24]. In SAOC [20], high quality remixing is
guaranteed by also transmitting perceptually-encoded residual
signals resulting from an imperfect object extraction at the
encoding side (therefore jointly exploiting waveform coding
and parametric coding principles). However, this scheme has
a major drawback which limits its potential. Indeed, in SAOC
the "separation step" (sound object extraction) is independent
of the "residual compression step" while this could be done
jointly.
The purpose of this paper is then:
1) to further develop and to present in an even more general
manner the novel concept of Coding-based ISS (CISS)
recently introduced in [25], [26] and to highlight its main
theoretic advantage against the approaches followed in
both conventional ISS [13], [14] and SAOC [20];
2) to extend the previous “proof of concept” model used
in [25] by integrating a more elaborate model based
on Non-Negative Tensor Factorization (NTF). 3 We also
discuss how the proposed approach relates to other relevant state of the art methods such as non-negative matrix
factorization (NMF) or NTF-based coding methods [27],
[28], but to the best of our knowledge this is the first
attempt of using NTF models with waveform coding
principles.
3) and to show that the proposed scheme allows for a
smooth transition between low rate object-based parametric coding and high-rate waveform coding relying
2 This remark does not concern [12], where the distortion can be always
decreased by increasing the size of the corresponding molecular dictionary,
which would lead, however, to an excessive rate needed to transmit such a
dictionary.
3 While an NTF model for CISS was already considered in a short study
[26] in the multichannel case, here we consider the single-channel case and
conduct a more thorough evaluation. Moreover, we provide some theoretical
support to the results that were used in [25], [26].
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on the same object-based model (here the NTF model),
thus exploiting long-term redundancy.
It is also important to underline that although our model
is presented in the ISS framework, it is directly applicable to
traditional audio coding or multichannel audio coding (that
is without assuming the mixture to be known at the decoder
side).
The paper is organized as follows: Section II introduces the
general concept of CISS and thoroughly discusses its relation
to the state of the art. Then, its particular variant based on NTF
(CISS-NTF) is described in details and analyzed in section III
in the case of single-channel mixtures with the Mean Squared
Error (MSE) criterion for optimisation.
Experimental results are presented in section IV and the
conclusions and perspectives are drawn in the final section.
II. C ODING - BASED I NFORMED S OURCE S EPARATION
The general probabilistic framework introduced herein for
ISS is called coding-based ISS (CISS). This approach consists
in quantizing the sources, as in waveform source coding, while
using the a posteriori source distribution, given the mixture
and some generative probabilistic source model, as in source
separation. The quantization can be performed by optimizing
the MSE or some perceptually-motivated distortion driven by
a perceptual model. In this section the framework is presented
in a very general manner, i.e., it is not limited to a particular
problem dimensionality (e.g., multichannel or single-channel
mixtures), mixing type (e.g., linear instantaneous or convolutive mixture), source model or perceptual model. A particular
instance of the framework will be described in the following
section III and evaluated in section IV.
Fig. 1 and 2 give very high-level presentations of the
state of the art approaches, notably the conventional ISS
approaches [13], [14] and the SAOC [17]–[20], where all audio
objects are enhanced.4 In the conventional ISS approaches
(Fig. 1), at the encoding stage, a source model parameterized
by θ̂ is estimated, given the sources S and the mixtures
X. It is then encoded and transmitted as a side-information
yielding its quantized version θ̄. At the decoding stage, the
model parameter θ̄ is reconstructed, and the sources Ŝ are
reconstructed in turn, given θ̄ and the mixture X (e.g., by
Wiener filtering, as in [13]). However, as mentioned in the
introduction, the best achievable distortion of such parametric
coding approaches is inherently limited.
At a very high level view, the parametric coding part of
SAOC approaches (Fig. 2) follows exactly the same scheme
as the conventional ISS (Fig. 1), except that the parametric
model, called SAOC parameters, is different. To achieve a
higher quality at the expense of a higher transmission rate,
the residuals Sr of the parametric SAOC reconstruction Ŝp
can be encoded using a perceptual waveform coder yielding
Ŝr . However, as we see in Fig. 2, the parametric and waveform
coding steps are performed independently and using different
models. This is suboptimal since there is no evidence that
4 Within this paper, if the contrary is not stated, we always consider SAOC
with enhanced audio objects as in [19], [20].
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Fig. 1.

3

High level presentation of the conventional ISS [13], [14].

the residual encoding should be independent of the parametric
source encoding.
Fig. 3 gives a high-level representation of the proposed
CISS approach. At the encoding stage, the model parameter θ̂ specifying the posterior distribution p(S|X, θ̂) from
a particular family of distributions is estimated, given the
sources S and the mixtures X. A perceptual model Ω can
be optionally computed as well. θ̂ and Ω are then jointly
encoded and transmitted 5 as a side-information yielding their
quantized versions θ̄ and Ω̄. This encoding can optionally
use the knowledge of the mixtures X. Finally, using the
posterior p(S|X, θ̄) and a perceptual distortion measure driven
by Ω̄ the sources S are waveform encoded and transmitted
as a side-information. This is achieved using a probabilistic
model-based quantization and encoding under high-rate theory
assumptions, as in [30], [31]. At the decoding stage, the
quantized parameters θ̄ and Ω̄, and then the quantized sources
Ŝ are reconstructed.
Thus, in contrast to the conventional ISS methods, the CISS
framework allows the distortion being unbounded below as in
waveform source coding (see Fig. 3 vs. Fig. 1). In other words,
CISS can achieve any desirable distortion, given a sufficient
bitrate, and in that sense the notion of oracle estimators [16]
cannot be extended to CISS. Moreover, in contrast to SAOC,
CISS permits, as we will see below, to use more advanced
source models that better exploit the redundancy of audio
signals, and to use the knowledge of the mixture and model
parameters to encode the residuals (see Fig. 3 vs. Fig. 2).
In this work we propose a particular instance of the general
CISS framework, referred herein as CISS-NTF, that is based on
an (object-based) probabilistic NTF source model. Moreover,
CISS-NTF is designed for the single-channel case and for the
MSE distortion criterion. Investigation of distortions driven
by more advanced perceptual models (e.g., those considered
5 For example, inspired by what is done in the AMR-WB speech coder [29],
one way of reconstructing the perceptual model Ω at the decoder would be
to estimate it, given the source model and the mixture. This approach does
not require any extra rate for perceptual model transmission. However, other
approaches exist, thus we are more generally speaking about joint encoding
and transmission of perceptual and source models.

Fig. 2. High level presentation of SAOC (all objects are enhanced) [17]–[20].

Fig. 3.

High level presentation of CISS (proposed).

in [32]–[34]) is left for a further study.
The major differences of the proposed CISS-NTF approach
compared to the state of the art can then be highlighted as
follows:
•

•

In contrast to conventional ISS methods [12]–[14], it is
based on waveform coding, thus potentially leading to
much superior quality for moderate and high rates, as it
was already mentioned for CISS in general.
In contrast to SAOC [20], based on some local parameters
(e.g., intra-channel correlation [21] or spatial coherence
cues [22]), it exploits advanced source models, i.e., NTF.
First, this allows using long-term redundancy of audio
signals for coding. Second, the parameters used for
parametric coding (as in the earlier version of SAOC
[18]) and those used for waveform coding (as in [20])
are all computed from the NTF source model and the
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•

mixture. Thus, these parameters are coupled (or jointly
encoded), while in SAOC [20] they are encoded separately. Moreover, the proposed method exploits posterior
correlations between sources (given the mixture), while
in SAOC the residuals of the enhanced audio objects are
encoded independently.
In the NMF / NTF-based methods [27], [28] the signal
short-time Fourier transform (STFT) (a redundant signal
representation) amplitudes are encoded by approximating them with an NMF / NTF decomposition. In [27]
the STFT phase is then entropy encoded and the rate
(between phase and amplitude encoding) is allocated
empirically. Also, the rate between different NMF / NTF
model parameters is empirically allocated.
Besides the fact that we consider a different coding
problem, the proposed approach has the following possible advantages over [27], [28]. First, we consider a
probabilistic NTF applied to the modified discrete cosine
transform (MDCT) or STFT of the sources. As such, we
do not split amplitude and phase, but encode them jointly
via waveform coding within the corresponding timefrequency representation, while minimizing a target distortion under the constrained entropy. Thus, we consider
our approach as a waveform coding-based within the NTF
framework. Second, our probabilistic NTF formulation
and quantization under high-rate theory assumptions, allows us deriving (under some approximations) analytical
expressions for rate allocation between different NTF
model parameters which allows avoiding time-consuming
empirical parameter optimization. Third, MDCT being a
critically sampled signal representation, we show its great
advantage over redundant STFT within this application.
To our best knowledge NMF / NTF models were not so
far applied to MDCT signal representations for compression purposes.
III. S INGLE - CHANNEL CISS-NTF WITH MSE

In this section, we investigate the proposed approach in the
case of single-channel mixtures (I = 1) using the NTF source
model and MSE distortion criterion.
All signals are represented in a real-valued or complexvalued (here, respectively, MDCT or STFT) time-frequency
domain. In the time-frequency domain the mixing equation
writes
XJ
xf n =
sjf n + bf n ,
(1)
j=1

where j = 1, . . . , J, f = 1, . . . , F and n = 1, . . . , N
denote, respectively, the source index, the frequency index
and the time-frame index; and xf n , sjf n and bf n denote,
respectively, the time-frequency coefficients of the mixture,
of the sources and of an additive noise. Depending on the
particular configuration this additive noise can represent any
combination of the following distortions:
1) a background or recording noise, if X = {xf n }f,n is an
unquantized mixture of sources Sj = {sjf n }f,n (j =
1, . . . , J),

4

Sources

Mixture

NTF

GMMs

Fig. 4.
High-level graphical representation of CISS-NTF probabilistic
hierarchical modeling. Shadings of nodes: variables observed at both coder
and decoder sides (black), variables observed at the coder side, quantized and
transmitted (gray), and parameters estimated at the coder side, quantized and
transmitted (white).

2) a quantization noise if X is a quantized version of its
clean version Xclean , i.e., bf n = xf n − xclean
(e.g., as
fn
in SAOC [18], [19]),
∗
3) additional sources {Sj }Jj=J+1 if one is only interested
to encode J sources among J ∗ (J < J ∗ ) sources in the
mixture.
Fig. 4 gives a high-level graphical representation of CISSNTF probabilistic hierarchical modeling described in details below. It includes mixture, sources, NTF parameters
(Sec. III-A) and Gaussian mixture models (GMM) used to
encode these parameters (Sec. III-D2c).
A. NTF source model
As a source model we use the NTF model previously used
for source separation in [10] and for ISS in [14]. Its main
idea is to assume that the spectrograms of the sources can
be considered as the activation over time of some spectral
templates. To avoid a pre-defined choice for the number of
spectral templates for each source, a refinement of the model
is to consider a common pool of spectral templates jointly
approximating all spectrograms of the sources. Such a strategy
permits to reduce the number of parameters of the model and
to share the same templates for several sources, which may
be of interest when there is some kind of redundancy among
sources.
Formally, the NTF model can be described as follows. First,
the source and noise time-frequency coefficients sjf n and bf n
are assumed mutually independent, i.e., over j, f and n, and
distributed as follows:
2
bf n ∼ Nr/c (0, σb,f
n ),

sjf n ∼ Nr/c (0, vjf n ),

(2)

where the distribution Nr/c (·, ·) is the standard Gaussian
distribution if sjf n is real-valued, or the circular complex
Gaussian distribution if it is complex-valued. The source
variances vjf n are structured as
XK
vjf n =
qjk wf k hnk ,
(3)
k=1

2
with qjk , wf k , hnk ≥ 0 and the noise variances σb,f
n are
assumed to be known. The noise variances can be either
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2
constant and fixed (σb,f
n = σb ) to represent a background
noise or have a structure similar to that of the source variances
to represent a nonstationary noise.
We here assume the noise variances to be constant and fixed.
This model can be parameterized as follows

θ = Q, W, H, σb2 ,
(4)

with Q = {qjk }j,k , W = {wf k }f,k and H = {hnk }n,k being,
respectively, J × K, F × K and N × K nonnegative matrices
(see Fig. 4).
This model is in fact an object-based approximation of the
3-valence tensor of source power spectra
P , {pjf n }j,f,n

(pjf n , |sjf n |2 )

(5)

consisting of K objects (rank-1 tensors) that represent individual sounds. Whereas each column of W stands for one
spectral template, its activation over time is given by the
corresponding column of H. Finally, the columns of Q model
the possible couplings between both the spectral templates
(columns of W) and their temporal activations (columns
of H), i.e., different sources can share the same templates
together with the corresponding activations. One can see from
the example on Fig. 5 (detailed just below) that several
of the 9 components are involved in the modeling of the
spectral templates and temporal activations of all the 3 sources.
Exploiting redundancies over time and over sources appears
to be an important feature of the NTF model.
An illustrative example of this NTF modeling is given in
Fig. 5, where the first row shows MDCT power spectrograms
pjf n (Eq. (5)) of three sources (drums, guitar and singing
voice), the second raw shows their structured approximations
vjf n (Eq. (3)), and the third raw includes NTF matrices
Q, W and H. First, by investigating matrix Q one can
note that among the K = 9 components (in average 3
components per source) 7 components were automatically
assigned (dark brown color) to each source, while sharing the
6-th component between drums and voice and sharing the 9-th
component between all three sources. This last component can
be interpreted as the background noise floor that is common
to all three sources. Second, one can note that while this is
a good approximation (MDCT power spectrograms and their
structured approximations look very similar), it drastically
reduces the dimensionality (i.e., the number of parameters to
be transmitted). Indeed, for this example, instead of J ×F ×N
= 3 × 1024 × 421 = 1293312 coefficients pjf n , one have only
(J + F + N ) × K = (3 + 1024 + 421) × 9 = 13032 entries
of NTF matrices, which divides the number of parameters by
100.
B. Prior and posterior distributions
We give here the expressions for prior and posterior (i.e.,
given the mixture) source distributions assuming the NTF
source model presented above. The posterior distribution is
then used for source encoding and the prior one is needed for
some derivations presented in section III-D below.
Since the source time-frequency coefficients are modeled as
distributed with respect to independent Gaussian distributions,
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the additive noise is as well assumed Gaussian, and the mixing
(1) is linear, the posterior distribution of the sources given the
observed mixture is Gaussian, and analytical expression of this
distribution is readily obtained. Let sf n = [s1f n , . . . , sJf n ]T
be the vector containing the time-frequency coefficients of all
sources at bin (f, n). Provided all parameters (4) are available,
the prior and posterior distributions of sf n write, respectively,
as [6]


pr
p(sf n |θ) = Nr/c sf n ; µpr
,
Σ
(6)
fn
s,f n ,


pst
p(sf n |xf n ; θ) = Nr/c sf n ; µpst
(7)
f n , Σs,f n ,
where Nr/c (·; µ, Σ) denotes the probability density function
(pdf) of a Gaussian random vector with mean µ and covariance
matrix Σ for either real-valued or complex-valued cases; and
pst
prior and posterior covariance matrices (Σpr
s,f n and Σs,f n )
pr
pst
and means (µf n and µf n ) from (6) and (7) are computed
as follows:
h
i
Σpr
=
diag
{v
}
µpr
(8)
jf n j ,
s,f n
f n = 0,
Σpst
s,f n
µpst
fn
gf n

=

(IJ − gf n 1J ) Σpr
s,f n ,

(9)

= g f n xf n ,

(10)


pr
T
T
2
= Σpr
s,f n 1J 1J Σs,f n 1J + σb

−1

,

(11)

with gf n being the Wiener filter gain, vjf n being NTF source
model variances defined by (3), and IJ and 1J denoting,
respectively, the J × J identity matrix and the J-length row
vector of ones.
C. Source encoding and reconstruction
In this section we explain how the posterior source distribution presented in the previous section is used to encode the
sources within the proposed CISS framework.
Given the Gaussian NTF source model outlined above,
source coding would amount to encode each source vector
sf n according to its prior distribution (6). The main idea of
CISS is to employ exactly the same techniques as in source
coding, but to use instead its posterior distribution (7).
In the Gaussian case, such an encoding is readily performed
through constrained entropy quantization relying on scalar
quantization in the mean-removed Karhunen-Loeve transform
(KLT) domain, as described in [31]. We summarize below its
main steps.
H
Let Σpst
s,f n = Uf n Λf n Uf n be the eigenvalue decomposition
of the covariance matrix, where Uf n is an orthogonal matrix
(UH
f n Uf n = IJ ) and Λf n = diag{λ1f n , . . . , λJf n } is a
diagonal matrix of eigenvalues. The linear transform UH
fn
decorrelating sf n is the KLT. Assuming the MSE distortion,
uniform quantization is asymptotically optimal for the constrained entropy case [35]. Thus, we consider here scalar
uniform quantization with a fixed step size ∆ in the meanremoved KLT domain, which can be summarized as follows:
1) Remove the mean and apply the KLT
pst
y f n = UH
f n (sf n − µf n ).

(12)
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Fig. 5. Source MDCT power spectrograms pjf n (5) (first row), their structured approximations vjf n (3) (second row), NTF matrices (third row), histograms
of NTF log-coefficients (bars) and two-state GMMs (solid line) modeling them (fourth row). In this example J = 3, F = 1024, N = 421 and K = 9.

2) In the real-valued case, quantize each dimension of
yf n = [y1f n , . . . , yJf n ]T with a uniform scalar quantizer Q∆ : yjf n → ŷjf n having a constant step size
∆. In the complex-valued case, the same quantization
is applied independently to real and imaginary parts of
yjf n . Using an arithmetic coder as an entropy coder
[31], the effective codeword length (in bits) is given by
L(sf n |xf n ; θ) =
Z
J
X
−
log2
j=1

Nr/c (y; 0, λjf n )dy. (13)

y−ŷjf n ∈A(∆)

where in the real valued case A(∆) , [−∆/2, ∆/2],
and in the complex-valued case A(∆)
,
{z ∈ C| max(|<z|, |=z|) ≤ ∆/2}.
3) Reconstruct the quantized source vector ŝf n
ŝf n = Uf n ŷf n + µpst
fn .

(14)

D. Model estimation and encoding
In this section we first detail the strategy for the estimation
and quantization of the NTF parameters θ (see Fig. 3). Our
derivations mostly follow those from [30]. However, they are
applied here to the NTF model instead of the autoregressive
model considered in [30]. As highlighted above, the optimal
approach would consider posterior distribution (7) for the
model estimation and encoding. However, the derivation of
the corresponding estimation strategy is overly complex and
did not permit us to obtain a simple solution. To simplify this
analysis we then assume that the sources were quantized using
the prior distribution (6) instead of the posterior one (7). This
choice leads us to an optimization strategy based upon some
standard algorithms, and we leave the more optimal case of the
posterior optimization for further study. Note however that if
the posterior distributions are not used in the analysis of model
estimation and encoding they are indeed used below for the
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residual sources encoding.
1) Model estimation: Under high-rate theory assumptions
and given the model parameter θ, the total rate (in bits)
required to encode the sources S = {sjf n }j,f,n is [30]
R(S|θ) = − log2 p(S|θ) −

D
M(J, F, N )
log2
,
2
Cs

that, in the case of the NTF model, can be shown equivalent
to [14], [36]
!
K
X
X
b W,
c H
b = arg min
dIS pjf n
qjk wf k hnk ,
Q,
Q,W,H

jf n

Ψ(θ̂, θ̄)

=
=

(16)

θ

be expressed as

(15)

where D = Cs ∆2 is the mean distortion (per real-valued
dimension), defined as D , E[|ŝjf n − sjf n |2 ] in the realvalued case and as D , (1/2)E[|ŝjf n − sjf n |2 ] in the
complex-valued case; Cs = 1/12 is the coefficient of scalar
quantization, and M(J, F, N ) denotes the total number of
real-valued coefficients in S, i.e., M(J, F, N ) , JF N in the
real-valued case and M(J, F, N ) , 2JF N in the complexvalued case. Thus, the model parameter θ should be estimated
in the maximum likelihood (ML) sense, as follows
θ̂ = arg max p(S|θ)
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k=1

(17)
where pjf n is defined by (5) and dIS (x|y) = x/y−log(x/y)−
1 is the Itakura-Saito (IS) divergence. The optimization of
criterion (17) can be achieved by iterating the following
multiplicative updates [10], [14], [37]:
!
P
−2
f,n wf k hnk pjf n vjf n
,
(18)
qjk ← qjk
P
−1
f,n wf k hnk vjf n
!
P
−2
j,n hnk qjk pjf n vjf n
wf k ← wf k
,
(19)
P
−1
j,n hnk qjk vjf n
!
P
−2
j,f wf k qjk pjf n vjf n
hnk ← hnk
.
(20)
P
−1
j,f wf k qjk vjf n
2) Model quantization and encoding:
a) Criterion for quantization: Assuming the model parameter quantized and transmitted (Fig. 3), the total rate
required to encode the sources becomes [30]
R(S) = ψ(θ̄, θ̂, S) + R(S|θ̂),

(21)



ψ(θ̄, θ̂, S) , R(θ̄) + log2 p(S|θ̂)/p(S|θ̄)

(22)

where

is the index of resolvability [30] involving the rate required
to encode the model R(θ̄) and a term representing the loss in
the rate for source encoding due to the usage of the quantized
θ̄ model instead of the ideal ML model θ̂. Relying on some
realistic approximations (see below) this term can be
 shown

θ̂)
independent of S, and, denoted by Ψ(θ̄, θ̂) , log p(S|
,
p(S|θ̄)
while omitting a constant multiplicative term 1/ log(2), it can

≈
≈



1 X pjf n
pjf n
v̂jf n
−
− log
2
v̄jf n
v̂jf n
v̄jf n
j,f,n


v̂jf n
1 X v̂jf n
− log
−1 +
2
v̄jf n
v̄jf n
j,f,n


1 X pjf n − v̂jf n v̂jf n − v̄jf n
2
v̂jf n
v̄jf n
j,f,n


1 X v̂jf n
v̂jf n
− log
−1
2
v̄jf n
v̄jf n
j,f,n
1 X
2
(log v̂jf n − log v̄jf n ) ,
4

(23)

(24)
(25)
(26)

j,f,n

where approximation (25) follows from a reasonable assumption that the relative error of modeling (pjf n − v̂jf n )/v̂jf n
and that of quantization (v̂jf n − v̄jf n )/v̄jf n are uncorrelated
[30] and at least one of these errors is zero-mean.
The last approximation (26) is obtained using the following
second order Taylor expansion u ≈ 1 + log(u) + 12 log(u)2
in the neighborhood of u = 1 (with u = v̂jf n /v̄jf n ), as in
[30], [38]. Note that we find again the IS divergence in the
expression (25), and the last approximation (26) indicates that
the NTF model variances v̂jf n , structured as in (3), should be
quantized by minimizing the MSE of their logarithms.
This result is quite similar to what was done in [14], where
the log-spectrograms were compressed using the JPEG image
coder. However, while [14] does not justify this particular
choice, we provide here a theoretical explanation of its appropriateness.
b) NTF parameters quantization: Although the criterion
(26) is quite simple, it does not give yet any precise idea
of how to quantize individual NTF model parameters, i.e.,
matrices Q, W and H. Using (3), the criterion (26) can be
rewritten as
!2
K
K
X
X
1 X
Ψ(θ̂, θ̄) ≈
log
q̂jk ŵf k ĥnk − log
q̄jk w̄f k h̄nk .
4
j,f,n
k=1
k=1
(27)
We see that there are quite complicated dependencies between elements of Q, W and H in this criterion. To simplify
this expression we consider the following criterion
2
1 X X
Φ(θ̂, θ̄) =
log q̂jk ŵf k ĥnk − log q̄jk w̄f k h̄nk
4
j,f,n k
(28)
that is in fact an upper bound of (27), i.e.,
Ψ(θ̂, θ̄) ≤ Φ(θ̂, θ̄),

(29)

which can be shown by applying Lemma A.1 from Appendix A with c = 1 and f (u) = log(u)2 . Note however
that this upper bound is not very tight, as it can be seen from
the proof of Lemma A.1.
Now, assuming that the entries of Q, W and H are quantized independently the cross-terms in (28) will be canceled
in average (if K × min(J, F, N ) is big enough), due to the
fact that the quantization noise of say Q will be independent
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of (thus decorrelated with) that of say W. Thus, (28) can be
rewritten
1 X Xh
2
(log q̂jk − log q̄jk ) +
Φ(θ̂, θ̄) =
4
j,f,n k

2 
2
(log ŵf k − log w̄f k ) + log ĥnk − log h̄nk

JF N X  1 X
2
=
(log q̂jk − log q̄jk ) +
4
J j
k

2
1 X
1 X
2
(log ŵf k − log w̄f k ) +
log ĥnk − log h̄nk  .
F
N n
f

c) NTF parameters encoding by GMMs: In order to
quantize each of the three NTF matrices we model the
distribution of its log-coefficients by a two-state Gaussian
mixture model (GMM) (see the fourth row of Fig. 5). GMMs
are denoted ξQ , ξW and ξH (see Fig. 4) and optimized in
the ML sense for each matrix, thus their parameters must
be transmitted resulting in a very small extra rate (there are
only 15 parameters, i.e., 5 parameters per matrix: two means,
two variances and one weight). As an alternative the Huffman
coding can be used as well, as it is done in [27], [28]. There are
pros and cons for using Huffman coding. From the one hand,
it is optimal. From the other hand, it requires transmitting
a codebook to the decoder, which can be more costly, as
compared to transmitting just the five parameters of a GMM.
(30)

Under all approximations above, we conclude that, if we
choose to independently quantize NTF coefficients under an
entropy constraint, we should use scalar quantizers of their
logarithms. Thus, we opt for a logarithmic compressor, followed by a scalar quantizer and an exponential expander. It
is interesting to note that Nikunen et al. [27], [28] use µ-law
compressor and expander to quantize NTF / NMF coefficients,
and the µ-law compressor also acts as logarithmic for high
values. Note finally that our NTF model has a different goal
than the one presented in [27], [28]. The NTF considered in
[27], [28] models both the source and the perception, while
our goal is to model source distribution only, and we propose
addressing perceptual aspects separately (see Fig. 3). Thus,
given different modeling goals the ways the NTF parameters
are quantized may be different as well.
We see that squared log-differences of different NTF parameters appear with different weights in the summation of
(30). Thus, in order to have the MSE over all parameters, the
parameters, up to the same uniform quantization, should be
divided by the square roots of these weights, or, equivalently,
they should be quantized with different step-sizes ∆Q , ∆W
and ∆H (respectively, to quantize logarithms of Q, W and
H) computed as follows
p
J/(J + F + N ) · ∆θ ,
(31)
∆Q =
p
F/(J + F + N ) · ∆θ ,
(32)
∆W =
p
∆H =
N/(J + F + N ) · ∆θ ,
(33)

E. Operational rate-distortion function and parameter optimization

where ∆θ is some global model quantization step-size governing the rate-distortion trade-off. We see that within our
framework (that is based on high-rate theory) we are able
to find an analytical solution for the allocation of the rate
between different NTF parameters, while in [27], [28] such an
allocation was established experimentally. Thus, our approach
has the following advantages over [27], [28]. First, it permits to
considerably reduce the number of parameters to be optimized
experimentally. Second, we show that the rate allocation between NTF parameters depends on the NTF dimensions J, F
and N , and, as a consequence it depends, e.g., on the length of
the signal to be encoded and on the number of sources. Thus,
we show that even if an experimental optimization of this rate
allocation is followed, it should be performed again every time
one of these parameters (e.g., signal length) changes.

IV. E XPERIMENTS

Now we write a so-called operational rate-distortion function (RDF) [39] that is accurate for high rates and gives a
practical relation between rate and distortion for our CISS
coding scheme. Considering (15), but now with posterior
p(S|X, θ) instead of prior p(S|θ), and adding to it the rate
required to encode the model parameter R(θ̄), one can show
that the total rate (in bits) Rtot relates to the mean distortion
(per dimension) as
Rtot = −

D
M(J, F, N )
log2
+ η(S, X, θ̄),
2
Cs

(34)

with
η(S, X, θ̄) , R(θ̄) − log2 p(S|X, θ̄),

(35)

that is independent 6 of the rate Rtot and distortion D. Thus,
in order to optimize operational RDF (34) for any high rate,
one needs to minimize (35).
The only free parameters we need to optimize experimentally are the model quantization step-size ∆θ (determining the
model rate R(θ̄)) and the number of NTF components K. We
optimize these parameters so as to minimize η(S, X, θ̄) from
(35). These parameters can be either optimized globally for a
set of signals, or they can be re-optimized for each signal to
be encoded. In the last case the parameters must be quantized
and transmitted to the decoder.

In this section we evaluate the proposed single-channel
CISS-NTF method for both STFT and MDCT representations.
This evaluation includes the optimization of different parameters and the comparison with relevant state of the art methods.
A. State of the art methods
As for conventional ISS, we consider two state of the
art methods proposed in [14], [40]. Both methods are based
on a parametric reconstruction of the sources via Wiener
filtering in the STFT domain, while the source spectrograms
(the variances used to compute Wiener filter) are encoded
6 We know from [30] that, under high-rate theory assumptions, the optimal
model rate R(θ̄) is constant, thus independent on the total rate Rtot .
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differently. In the first method, referred to as Wiener-JPEG, the
images of source log-spectrograms are encoded by the JPEG
lossy coder. In the second method, referred to as Wiener-NTF,
source spectrograms are approximated by exactly the same
NTF model as the one considered here. Parvaix et al. [12]
introduced another conventional ISS method that is suitable
for single channel mixtures. This method is based on binary
masking of sources in the MDCT domain, while it is known
[16] that oracle bounds of binary masking-based methods are
lower than those of Wiener filter-based methods [14], [40].
Another conventional ISS method that is suitable for single
channel mixtures is the ISS using iterative reconstruction
(ISSIR) by Sturmel and Daudet [41] (see also [42]). ISSIR
permits to benefit from phase consistency constraints in the
case of STFT representations to reach better performance than
Wiener filtering in the case of mono mixtures. However, in
the case of MDCT, there is no such constraint that can be
exploited to improve performance of filtering techniques and
we have thus chosen not to include ISSIR in our evaluation.
Thus, we here consider only Wiener filter-based methods for
comparison.

B. Testing methodology
1) Data: We considered seven single-channel mixtures of
several musical sources such as singing voice, bass, guitar,
piano, distorted guitars, etc ... The number of sources J varies
from 3 to 6, and the duration of each mixture is about 20
seconds. All signals are sampled at either 48kHz or 44.1kHz.
For each mixture the sources were obtained by summing up
stereo source images from the QUASI database 7 and by
restricting them to a desired time duration. Sources from the
same artist were never included into different mixtures.
2) Parameters: MDCT and STFT were computed with
frames of 2048 samples and 50 % overlap for STFT. Note
however that due to STFT redundancy, as compared to MDCT,
this representation includes twice as many real-valued coefficients M(J, F, N ) to be encoded.
3) Evaluation metrics: Since ISS is an emerging research
area lying in between source separation and lossy audio
coding, we used evaluation metrics coming from these two
fields. Notably, we used signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) [43]
usually used to evaluate source separation algorithms and
perceptual similarity measure (PSM) of PEMO-Q [44] usually
used to evaluate perceptual quality of lossy audio coding
schemes. We used the implementation provided by [45] for
this purpose.
In most experiments presented below we do not consider
directly SDR and PSM but rather the improvements of these
measures, denoted as δSDR and δPSM, over the corresponding measures computed for the oracle Wiener filtering source
estimates 8 in the STFT domain. These oracle performances
are shown in Fig. 8 for each mixture from test dataset.
7 http://www.tsi.telecom-paristech.fr/aao/en/2012/03/12/quasi/
8 The oracle Wiener filtering source estimates are computed by equation (10), where the structured prior source variances vjf n in (8) are replaced
by the true source power spectrograms pjf n = |sjf n |2 .
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C. Simulations
1) High-rate optimal parameters: As it is explained in
section III-E, for high rates, the optimal model quantization
step size ∆θ and the optimal number of NTF components
K must be constant, i.e., independent of the total rate. To
find these optimal parameters in the case of the STFT representation we have computed η(S, X, θ̄) from (35) for each
mixture for different combinations of model quantization step
sizes ∆θ = [1.8, 0.5, 0.13, 0.04, 0.01] and numbers of NTF
components per source K/J = [2, 3, 4, 5, 10, 15, 20, 30], and
we averaged the result over all mixtures. We observed that the
average η(S, X, θ̄) reaches its minimum for ∆θ = 0.13 and
K/J = 4, which are thus in average the optimal parameters
for high rates. These results, i.e. in average 4 NTF components
per source, are in fact consistent with what was found in [46],
where a similar modeling was considered for conventional
source separation.
2) CISS-NTF with STFT and different ways of optimizing
the parameters: The parameters ∆θ and K/J = 4, that have
been found optimal in the previous section, are only optimal
for high rates and in average. Thus, first, it could be that for
some low rates (that can be attractive in practice) the optimal
parameters are different. Second, it could be that the optimal
parameters, especially the optimal number of NTF components
per source K/J, varies from one mixture to another. Indeed,
intuitively it seems that a mixture composed of “simple”
sources (e.g., triangle) should require less NTF components
than a mixture composed of “complex” sources (e.g., organ).
The goal of the following experiments is to clarify these
points by first evaluating the proposed CISS-NTF for different
parameters and over a range of rates, and then by investigating
and comparing the optimal parameters for low/high rates and
for different mixtures.
We first consider CISS-NTF in the STFT domain, and
address the MDCT domain later. This is because the state
of the art approaches were designed for STFT domain, and
we would like to investigate the possible advantage of CISSNTF over the state of the art besides the change of the signal
representation considered. We have evaluated the CISS-NTF
over the same different parameters ∆θ and K/J as in the
previous section, and over a wide range of rates by using 10
logarithmically-spaced values for the source quantization step
size as ∆ = logspace (−0.15, 2.5, 10). The source quantization step size ∆ = +∞ has also been tested and corresponds
to simply omitting the “waveform source encoding” block in
CISS (Fig. 3), so that it essentially becomes a conventional ISS
approach (Fig. 1). However, this scheme is still different from
Wiener-NTF approach of [14], [40], since in our approach
NTF parameters are quantized in log-domain with any step
size ∆θ , while in [14], [40] it was proposed to quantize NTF
parameters in the linear domain with a fixed small step size.
The simulations described above gave us many (rate, δSDR)
pairs, for which we have also computed δPSM. Then, for
each small range of rates we have chosen (under certain
constraints, as described below) the pairs corresponding to
the highest δSDR. The resulting points in (rate, δSDR) and
(rate, δPSM) planes were then smoothed using the locally
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weighted scatterplot smoothing (LOESS) method to produce
the rate/performance curves. We have computed the following
curves:
• [Opt-HR-avg] the same parameters (i.e., ∆θ and K/J)
for all rates and all mixtures optimized for high-rates (i.e.,
exactly as in section IV-C1),
• [Opt-LR-avg] the same parameters for all rates and all
mixtures optimized for low-rates (0.5-2 kbps per source),
• [Opt-HR-mix] parameters constant over rates, but optimized for each particular mixture for high-rates,
• [Opt-LR-mix] parameters constant over rates, but optimized for each particular mixture for low-rates,
• [Opt-System] parameters systematically optimized to a
particular rate and a particular mixture,
and we have plotted them in Fig. 6. This figure includes as well
the results of Wiener-NTF [14], [40] state of the art method
and the results of the so called Wiener-NTF-log-quant method
that is similar to Wiener-NTF, but using newly-proposed logdomain NTF parameters quantization, i.e., with ∆ = +∞.
One can note from Fig. 6 that Wiener-NTF-log-quant outperforms Wiener-NTF for the SDR metric for all rates. That
shows the advantage of the proposed log-quantization of NTF
parameters over the state of the art [14], [40]. Moreover,
waveform source quantization of CISS brings further a great
advantage over Wiener-NTF, outperforming it by a large
margin for all rates. Also, it outperforms the oracle Wiener
results (zero levels of δSDR and δPSM measures) starting
from 1-2 kbps per source for SDR, and starting from 7-10
kbps per source for PSM. Note also that the performances
of CISS-NTF obtained with parameters optimized for each
mixture and/or each particular rate are not much better than
the performances with fixed parameters (optimized in average
for low or high rates). This is a very good news for a practical
coder implementation. Indeed, that means that one does not
need to adjust ∆θ and K/J to each particular mixture, and
can just keep them fixed. Finally, it should be noted that for
PSM, high-rate optimized parameters (in terms of SDR) are
better for low-rates than low-rate optimized parameters (in
terms of SDR). This observation indicates a possible use of
the distribution preserving quantization (DPQ) [47] to better
model perceptual quality.
3) CISS-NTF with MDCT and STFT vs. the state-of-the-art:
We have performed for CISS-NTF with MDCT exactly the
same simulations as for CISS-NTF with STFT. The qualitative
behavior of the results with different ways of optimizing the
parameters was exactly the same as for CISS-NTF with STFT,
as reported in the previous section. Thus, for these results
we can draw exactly the same conclusions as in the previous
section for STFT, and we here show in Fig. 7 the results with
average parameters optimized for high/low-rates ([Opt-HRavg] and [Opt-LR-avg]) for both STFT and MDCT. We have
also added the results of the two state of the art methods:
Wiener-NTF and JPEG-NTF [14], [40]. We see that CISSNTF with MDCT outperforms CISS-NTF with STFT for very
low rates. This improvement is mostly due to the fact that the
MDCT representation is critically sampled, i.e., includes as
many coefficients as the time-domain signal, while the STFT is
redundant. However, for higher bitrates CISS-NTF with STFT
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becomes superior, and we explain that as follows. If the signal
is a real stationary Gaussian process, then both the MDCT and
STFT spectral coefficients are asymptotically independent and
distributed with respect to a centered Gaussian distribution.
Since MDCT is critically sampled, its performance should be
superior to that of STFT. Still, this was not observed during
our experiments, since STFT seems to be more efficient at high
bitrates. One interpretation of this phenomenon is that MDCT
is not shift invariant and may hence be more sensible to the
use of short frames than STFT when computing an estimate
of the power spectral density. Still, this is only a hypothesis
for now and we are currently investigating on this issue.
In any case, using CISS-NTF with STFT is attractive in
the multichannel case, and this is what we have done in [26].
Indeed, most of probabilistic multichannel models in source
separation involving convolutive mixing [5], [6] are specified
in the STFT domain.
4) Summary of results: Fig. 8 gives a summary of the results for each mixture obtained by the oracle Wiener filtering,
two state of the art methods (Wiener-NTF and JPEG-NTF), the
proposed CISS-NTF with MDCT, and a version of the AAC
standard coder [2] available at 9 that was applied independently
to each source. The results are now presented in terms of SDR
and PSM absolute values (not their increments δ as before) and
for an average bitrate of 6 kbps per source, which is attractive
for practical applications. We observe on this figure that the
proposed method largely outperforms state of the art, while
it uses a smaller bitrate. Note also that the proposed method
outperforms for all experts the AAC coder, which does not rely
on the mixture information, while using a more than twice as
small bitrate (3.7 kbps/source instead of 8.3 kbps/source for
AAC).
V. C ONCLUSION
We have introduced CISS, a general probabilistic framework
for ISS and SAOC. We have further detailed and evaluated in
the single-channel mixture case its particular instance called
CISS-NTF based on a probabilistic NTF source representation.
This approach relates at the same time to different state of
the art areas, notably ISS [13], [14], SAOC [17]–[19] and
NTF / NMF model-based audio compression [27], [28]. We
have discussed possible advantages of CISS in general and of
its particular instance, CISS-NTF, over all these state of the art
approaches. In summary, without going into details, the main
advantages of CISS and CISS-NTF are:
1) waveform quantization based on a structural probabilistic source model (NTF) allowing modeling long-term
redundancy in audio signals;
2) in contrast to the conventional ISS and SAOC methods,
the parameters used for parametric and waveform coding
are jointly encoded within this probabilistic model;
3) the proposed probabilistic formulation allows using
NTF / NMF models specified over critically sampled
signal representations such as the MDCT, which are
known more efficient for compression;
9 http://www.nero.com/enu/technologies-aac-codec.html
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Fig. 6. CISS-NTF with STFT and different ways of optimizing parameters, compared to state of the art. δSDR and δPSM denote the improvements over
the corresponding measures computed for the oracle Wiener filtering source estimates in the STFT domain.
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Fig. 7. CISS-NTF with MDCT and STFT vs. the state-of-the-art. Evaluation was performed using both STFT and MDCT transforms. δSDR and δPSM
denote the improvements over the corresponding measures computed for the oracle Wiener filtering source estimates in the STFT domain.

4) in contrast to the conventional ISS methods, even if it
was not yet implemented, the proposed CISS allows using advanced perceptual models for enhanced perceived
quality.
Our extensive experimental evaluation has shown a great
advantage of the proposed CISS-NTF approach over the state
of the art conventional ISS methods.
This work opens the doors for various further investigations.
First, given that most music recordings nowadays are at least
stereo, CISS-NTF should be extended to the multichannel case
[48] in order to improve its efficiency due to the spatial source
diversity. Recent work covering punctual and low-reverberant
sources and using STFT signal representation being already
done in this direction [26], some questions remain still open.
Notably, how to model non-punctual and highly reverberant
sources and how to cope with STFT redundancy that is un-

desirable within compression applications either by reducing
STFT overlap or by resorting to critically sampled transforms
such as MDCT (see discussion in Sec IV-C3). Second, perceptual modeling should be integrated within CISS-NTF and
it should be compared with SAOC through both objective
measures and listening tests, when an optimized encoder for
this emerging standard is available. The sensitivity matrix
approach [34] combined with the newly introduced distribution
preserving quantization (DPQ) [47] (see also discussion in
Sec IV-C2) seem to be good candidates for modeling perception within this Gaussian model-based approach. Third,
remember that in order to simplify the optimization we have
chosen here a generative model estimation approach optimizing the prior distribution (6) instead of a discriminative model
estimation optimizing the posterior (7), which is optimal (see
Sec. III-D). Thus, new model estimation algorithms should be
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Fig. 8. Summary of results for all 7 excerpts of the database. For each excerpt, the SDR and PSM scores of Oracle source separation is compared to those
of state of the art and of the proposed method. CISS-NTF largely outperforms all other techniques, for a smaller bitrate.

proposed to implement the discriminative approach. Moreover,
the NTF source model can be replaced by possibly better
structured probabilistic models to improve coding efficiency.
In fact, any model from those implementable by a general
source separation framework presented in [6] can be used in
principle. Finally, while SAOC is able to encode and decode
sources online, the proposed CISS-NTF requires the whole
audio sequence to be analysed for encoding and only decoding
can be performed online. This drawback could be overcome by
using incremental NMF approaches [49] or other approaches
suitable for online audio source separation [50].
More generally, besides ISS and SAOC applications, and
in line with [27], [28], the proposed NTF-based approach
(with some modifications) could be applied for regular and
multichannel audio coding. Moreover, our approach is related
to the context-based adaptive entropy coding schemes used
for audio and video compression [51], [52]. However, our approach seems to be “more locally adaptive”, since each frame
is encoded by its own arithmetic coder having a distribution
derived from local signal statistics. In other words, each frame
has its own context. Thus, it would be interesting to extend
such kind of advanced statistical model-based approaches for
image or video compression.
A PPENDIX A
O NE LEMMA
Lemma A.1. Let K ∈ N and c ∈ R∗+ . Let f : R∗+ → R a
continuous function, that is strictly decreasing on ]0, c[ and
strictly increasing on ]c, +∞[.
Then ∀ x̂1 . . . x̂K , x̄1 . . . x̄K ∈ R∗+ ,
!
PK
 
K
X
x̂
x̂k
k
k=1
f PK
≤
f
.
(36)
x̄k
k=1 x̄k
k=1
Proof: We assume that ∀k ∈ {1 . . . K}, uk = x̂x̄kk ,
PK
PK
x̂k
λk = PKx̄k x̄ 0 and u = k=1 λk uk = Pk=1
. With these
K
k=1 x̄k
k0 =1 k
PK
notations we need to prove that f (u) ≤ k=1 f (uk ).

Since f is continuous, strictly decreasing on ]0, c[ and
strictly increasing on ]c, +∞[, it is clear that it reaches its
maximum on any interval of the form [a, b] (with 0 < a <
b < +∞), and this maximum is reached either in a or in b.
We then define a = P min(u1 . . . uK ) and b =
K
max(u1 . . . uK ). Since ∀k,
k=1 λk = 1, it is clear that
u
∈
[a,
b].
Thus,
we
conclude
that
f (u) ≤ max(f (a), f (b)) ≤
PK
f
(u
).
k
k=1
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